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About This Content

The Chengdu to Suining route from Just Trains is a modern high speed passenger route in Southwest China, based on the real
route with many enhancements. The route is 146km in length and trains on the route are capable of running at 350 km/h. The

fastest train takes only 33 minutes to finish the journey.

Starting from Chengdu, the capital city of Sichuan Province, the line passes through ShibanTan, Huaikou, Longsheng, Jijin,
Zitong, Cangshan, Daying and ends in Suining, part of the Chengdu-Chongqing high speed line.

The route is equipped with the CTCS-3 (China Train Control System) signalling system so that trains capable of both 350 km/h
and 250 km/h can run on it.

Supplied with the route is the CRH1A EMU (Electro Motive Unit) that is designed for commuter use at the stations along the
route. This unit is capable of running at 250 km/h (155 mph) but in normal service runs at 220 km/h (137 mph). The CRH1E

includes the CTCS-3 cab signalling system.

Scenarios

Six scenarios for the route:

Introduction to CRH1A EMU
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Fast Service to Jijin

Bad Weather Run

Short Passenger Run

Night Express

Commuter Service

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

146km Chengdu to Suining high speed route

6km branch line

CTCS-3 signalling system

CRH1A EMU with CTCS-3 signalling, cab lighting, cruise mode and passenger view

Scenarios for the route

Quick Drive compatible

Download size: 1,521mb
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Title: Train Simulator: Chengdu - Suining High Speed Route Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Just Trains
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 3 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:575 MB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Despite the somewhat sparse detail and almost completely absent sound design this is a surprisingly attractive route - fun trains
to drive, superbly thought out AI trains in the scenarios. Just give us the damned CRH380D already.. This is a good route but
needs to show the speed limits while slowing down because the train for this route puts on emergency brakes if it is speeding by
a lot. Would not recommend until speed limits are fixed.. This is an average route at best and the train provided is insipid and
seems like a first effort.
The route allows you to travel at reasonably high speeds, which when done once or twice loses its thrill.
Scenery is sparse and repetitive and crudely done by comparison to the best, it feels old.
The train cab is very simple with few working controls and little attempt at reality, textures are terrible and the whole thing
looks like a dated model.
When moving at high speed in rainy conditions, the (again) poorly created rain effect on the windows lets it trickle down like it
was sat still, the train speed having no effect upon it. Also the rain drops all seem to be about 5 cm diameter, not a good look.
Moving to the passenger view offers little relief to the endless poor modeling, however, the working LED info boards are a nice
touch, and are even in Chinese, of course there are no passengers, which is nuts.
Then there are the multitude of speed signs missing; so there you are trundling along at 160kmh and all of a sudden you are in a
100kmh zone with no indication or rhyme or reason as to why.
Very poor quality control and to my mind pure laziness, a so what who cares type of attitude that is common to so many routes.
Get them out there, get the cash and tough on the buyers.

In summary, this route due to its crudeness seems to have been made some time ago, either that or the designers just aren't very
good at what they do. Either way it's just not very good. There are no career scenarios, but by this point I had ceased to care.
The Chinese studio that created this, needs to up its game and produce better DLC as this one is woefully lacking in pretty well
every area.
I got it for half price in the sale, I paid too much. Like so much stuff from China, it feels cheap and of low quality.

There is a statement beneath this review box that says "Check this box if you received this product for free"
All I can say is, I only wish I did.. great dlc although it is annoying when the cruise control jumps up and down. i want to like it
it looks great but every time my train moves in about two minutes the movment of my train slows down ishould say the motion
very badley can some one tell me what to do is there a setting to help with this problem all my other layouts seem to run well
alittle slow down here an there . railroader.. This is a great route. It is a route which is so long that exploring it could take until
the next Steam sale unless you are in a train as fast as the CRH1A. The CRH1A goes at 250km\/h at top speed and some of the
journeys between stations with lenghts of 50km+ can be completed in the matter of 30 min. A great route, it is a bargain during
sales.. For a Just Trains route, this one is very nice. I love the change in Country and the high speed EMU's.

17\/17. This is a very fast and nicely detailed route. Also comes with a custom ATC like system

We need more routes like these in TS2015, good to see the DLCs covering other countries now. Kudos to Just Trains (and if you
check their site, they have more for this route and a 570km High Speed route that would be nice to see in Steam soon). Great
with the CRH380D, but still great. Scenery quality is not brilliant but it's better than the like of the maglev route. Good in cab
signalling and a fun route.
7\/10
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This DLC is by far the worst I've ever played that game, I have almost all routes of the game and that frustrated me, not worth
it, the graphics are horrible, not worked right for launchers there, do not throw your money in the trash.. The sound when the
train pass by is not natural.. its okay but isnt working very smoothly because when the train is going at a high speed it doesnt
look like it is get it fixed. It doesn't work on senario. I can only do this with quick drive. What should I do to fix this situation?. I
can recommend this route to everyone who likes to go fast. This Chinese route brings some fresh air. Most stations are 10-30km
from each other so there's plenty of time to accelerate to over 200km\/h. The signalling system is easy to understand and I find
it quite similar to the one BR Class 395 has. I like the snowy scenery a lot. The CRH1A has a simple speed limiter and a more
advanced cruise control similar to German LZB system which allows the train to drive itself. The price, lower than most route
DLC's, is worth mentioning as well.. Top route. You can really feel the little details, like the cambered tracks and the attention
to altitude changes. The changes in altitude really keep you on your toes (well, without cruise control on).

Good, fun scenarios. Only a shame that the stations feel dead and lifeless, and there are no passengers in the CRH1A ever :-(

All in all, a lot of fun though. 8\/10
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